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Airways vigilant against COVID-19
LIVING up to its name as one of
the leading hotels in the country,
Airways Hotel takes on board extra
precautionary measures to ensure
that its guests and staff are safe in
these Covid-19 stricken times.
The hotel has continued to embrace innovative technology and
recently has stepped up its safety
measures against Covid-19 with the
introduction of two technological
gadgets; the UV Guard and the Self
Sanitizing door handle.
The UV Guard is a device that
utlilizes ultra violet light to generates a radiation wavelength which
inactivates the DNA of bacteria and
viruses.
According to Airways Hotel
Housekeeping Assistant Manager
Esther Mahalou the UV Guard provides extra precautions for Airways
guests and visitors and enhances
the already established sanitizing
practices at the Airways Hotel.
“Apart from the normal sanitizing
of the surfaces with disinfectants,
the Airways team also use the UV
Guard to sanitize surfaces up to 4
times per day “, explained Ms Mahalou.
She further clarified that the
UV Guard is used in all rooms especially in quarantine checkout
rooms to sanitize the surfaces of
beds, curtains, remotes, television,
telephones and every other surface
as well.
The UV Guard is also used in
other high traffic locations in the
Airways Hotel such as the gym and
restaurant as well.
There are about three UV Guards
currently in use at the Airways Hotel with several more to be added to
the set to ensure that all surfaces
are cleaned and safe for everyone.
Reiterating the need for safety precautions, Ms Mahalou stated that,
“We sanitize the surfaces 4 times a
day just to ensure that everything
is clean for the safety of our guests

and staff as well.”
Apart from the UV Guard, the
Airways Hotel has gone a step further to pioneer the Self Sanitizing
Door gadget adapted to support the
existing Covid-19 sanitization practices.
The Self Sanitizing Door Handle is
as its name suggests a self-cleaning
antibacterial door handle that has
silver ion coating that works continuously 24/7 to combat germs deposited onto the surface by users.
The Self Sanitizing Door Handle
also helps prevent cross-contamination.
When microbes are deposited onto
the door handle by users, silver ions
penetrate the cell membrane of the
microbe and attack its DNA to prevent reproduction.
Ms Mahalou highlighted that the
Self Sanitizing Door Handle is installed on high traffic doors at the
hotel to ensure that guests, visitors
and staff using these doors are not
at risk of contracting Corona virus.
Additionally, she explained that
the Self Sanitizing Door Handle
will be replaced after 6 months or
12 months depending on how often
the door handles are used.
The Airways Hotel as a socially responsible organization is constantly adapting innovative technologies
to make sure that every person that
steps inside its doors are protected.
Not only that but the Airways
Hotel is also looking to introduce
a contactless check in service as it
continues its mission to maintain
the safety of its guests and visitors.
The less contact of people, the less
chances of transmission.
As cases of Covid-19 continue to
surge across the country, the Airways hotel has beefed up its Covid-19
safety measures with the introduction of the above mentioned items
and will continue to lead the way in
taking the neccessary precautionary measures.

No aspect left to chance
Airways Hotel never compromises on hygiene. Your health is important to them. Meet Esther Mahalou the Airways Hotel
Assistant Manager Housekeeping who works very hard with her team to ensure that the Airways Hotel is sanitized and
safe for the guests and visitors to enjoy without a worry. In this shot, the UV Guard is being used to clean the surface of
the bed to make sure no bacteria or virus is present. Good work Esther. Great job Airways.

The Self Sanitizing Door Handle installed at the Airways Hotel only on
high traffic doors.
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